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INTRODUCTION
In recent years for the first time an orange alert has been issued (15 May 2020) on Maldives, from 1700 - 1900
hours in the area Baa Atoll to Faafu Atoll. This alert is issued for severe weather and its on the third catogery of
alert levels and hazards. Meteorological service started in Maldives in 1942 and from 1968 Meterological data of
temperature, wind and rain fall was recorded by Met office.
The alert was issued for 34 to 40 Miles per hour . 27 stations across Maldives and 12 stations have recorded wind
speeds above 41 mph, Hulhule 48 mph, Lh. Oluvelifushi 46 mph and Baa Thulhaadhoo 45 mph and we clearly see
alaming numbers. Burunu nakaiy: begins with a storm and strong winds and then becomes calm, fields are
cleared, trees chopped and seeds sown. This period has always been affected by cyclone and the above
mentioned bad weather is indirectly due to the current cyclone.
Moderately rough seas near some islands in North Maldives and also experiencing sea swells. Many islands have
reported incidents of damage, fallen trees from the heavy weather experienced during these days as mention on
Sun online news.
If we look back at freak storm data in Malé region, on 29 April 1971 41 mph, 1 May 1977, 17 May 1981 (some boats
in the harbour and 37 houses were damaged with 60 mph wind speed.) 12 May 1989 heavy rain with 55 mph
strong wind. (Changes in the topography of Maldives, Hassan Ahmed Manik, 1990)
Tropical Storm risk in asia-pacific (OCHA, 2011) shows tropical storm intensity based on the five wind speeds of
the Saffir Simpson Hurricane Scale. North Maldives fall on zone two; 154-177 kmh and from mid towards north
are on the zone one; 118-153 kmh. these zones indicate where there is a 10% probability of a storm of this
intensity striking in the next 10 years.
We can hear numbers but usually we can’t imagine (Here is an example for you. Magnitude 5 eathquake, Wind
speed of 32 -38 mph / Wind speed 55- 63mph). This is why visually representing infomation is important for the
public. There is a lot to do and lot to develop. We already have numbers collected and we need to make sure
community is out of risk at all times thoughout their lives.

My question to you is
why are people not
following these hazrd
alerts? What do we
need to do and what
do we need to
change?

EASY NAVIGATION
This system is design based on a question.
While an alert is brought by MET service, the infomation given needs to
be easy, clean, simplified and easy to identify and navigate. By using
this method the alert infomation takes less time to take action. Also
making sure that everyone can understand this system visually.

How this sugested method works
STEP !

ALERT LELEL

STEP 2

TYPE OF
ALERT

STEP 3

L O C AT I O N /
AREA

STEP 4

PERIOD /
TIME

STEP5

OTHER
INSTRUCTIONS

We always love simple geometry and simple shapes. These alerts on social
networks have done a great job for years and its time to make some changes for
future.
In my opinion, the old representation given below makes the viewer confused as it is
based on a lot of text and round curve boxes.

STEP 2

VISUAL REPRESENTATION OF HAZARDS
Visual represention of these icons and promoting them is required. Its
imaportant for the people viewing and to grasp the type of hazards at
first glance rather than reading from sentences. This saves a lot of
time for the viewer and gives a better reaction and response.

SOME COMMON TYPES OF HAZARDS FOUND IN MALDIVES
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Maldives Meteorological Services (MET) currently collects data from 27 stations across the country. With those data it would always be great to provide extra predictions. Here are some hazards found in
maldives with some extra hazards that, in my view, if these infomation can be provided would be great for public to get prepared for future hazards.

ICONS Created by Template, Muammar Khalid, Ema Dimitrova, Emma Mitchell, Ed Harrison,
Harry Pang, Austin Condiff, Maxicons, P Thanga Vignesh from the Noun Project

STEP !

COLOR CODING
HAZARD LEVELS
Color coding should be used according to the importance of
the hazard.
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Maldives Meteorology service of Maldives has a customized
table representation of common hazards in Maldives, this
table is developed to represent the hazards category severity
and hazard thresholds. With visual representation and color
coding would be a proper way of describing the hazard, its
levels and it makes it easy for the public to identify and react
to the published infomation
Also I have used “thin font” text is used to represent the color
for color blind people and “bold font” text to represent the
action that is required to be taken once the alert is released.

STEP 3

AREA

Using the commonly used location icon, people looking at the
post can easly navigate where the alert is released.
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(1) The first method can be used to identify specific atoll
regions in maldives. For example the alert is released for Baa
Atoll to Seenu Atoll. Rather than writing the full atoll name its
easy to go with the dhivehi letter reprenting the atoll, these
are the commonly used letters currentlly representing our
atolls.

uLotwa
Baa
Atoll
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Central Maldives

South Maldives

(2) This method can be used to identify areas rather than
going to individual atolls.
(3) The last method can be used to alert through out the
country
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Throughtout Maldives

STEP 4

PERIOD
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Period of relesed alert or time is repesented with an icon of
“clock” with a trangle “play / arrow head” icon. This would
make sure people know that the alert is released for specific
period.
As arrow head shows direction, time is represented from left
to right.

Suggested
new design
to represnt
the Hazard
Alerts

Newly suggested design on the left side is
designed based on the alerts brought out by
MET Service of maldives

Suggested
new design
to represnt
the Hazard
Alerts

Earthquake

Suggested
new design
to represent
the Hazard
Alerts

(1)

In an ideal world, multiple alerts at a time can be
possible. This method can represent multiple alerts at
once. 15 May 2020: Two white alerts in effect for
average strong winds
Haa Alifu to Lhaviyani - Valid till 2200
Meemu to Addu city Valid til 2300

(2)
If the details given are simliar we can use this method
represented in diagram (2)

Other
Suggestions

- Use single map to represent places.
(MET service have been using mutiple maps to represent earthquake infomation)
- Verify the page and stop repeatedly using Maldives seal.
- Try to implement a web based design solution system that can automatically
generate these alerts, this would save a lot of time.
- Implement QR Code system to link these alerts to other platforms and news briefs
for media.
- Design a web based system that can generate real time alerts.

